
In memory of Rover 25 AKA Sherry (2018-2021) 

Hours and hours and hours in a seat Until the leather has started to crack and my ass fits so well in its own 

indent That it's hard to tell where the seat ends and ass begins. 

Steering wheel slick from my hands constant movement 

Little marks from where the car has become my own 

Hours spent beneath it 

Changing the oil 

Putting in petrol 

The smell of the overheating engine 

The sound of tinny music 

The hours spent napping and writing And dreaming and kissing and touching in the cramped front seats. 

Mud on the cream carpet and the broken foot mats and the broken clock that didn't tell the time, 

Not even twice a day. 

The money spent on it and in it. 

The hours spent on it and in it 

The broken sunroof that when you opened it 

Let dusty rust into the car 

Smelling faintly of copper and blood 

And the way when it rained enough 

Water would seep through the sunroof and drip from the ceiling onto my lap 

Making a little puddle between my legs. Until finally I wrapped Ducks making tape around the sunroof like 

it was a corpse that needed to be hidden away 

A mummy sitting in the centre of the cars roof 

It's bandages fraying over time and losing its effectiveness 

So I had to wrap it again 

And again 

And again. 



The gear stick that wobbled like a bowling pin and the crunch when the car was put into reverse 

Like a stone being dropped against teeth. The stiff clutch that hurt my leg when I stamped down on it 

The dirt that creeped down the sides of the handbrake. 

The superglued figures on the dashboard 

Staring out and smiling 

All day and 

All of the night. 

The headlights I changed 

The brake pads I changed 

The nuts and bolts 

And other things 

That I didn't know anything about 

Because 1 1 m not a mechanic and 

I wouldn't want to be 

They all drove away from me. 

The fat retiree sat in my ass indent and wiggled around 

Trying to mold the leather to him And though it creaked and fought 

It eventually gave way 

And he smiled at me with dead grey eyes His mouth wet as he spoke 

"Decent motor. Just need a run around car. 

A scrapper you know." 

"It's not a scrapper." I said 

And he laughed as he revved my engine 

And it snarled and purred for him 

As he shrugged and without another word 

Drove off 



Leaving me alone 

Not really knowing 

Even as it happened And my chest ached why 

My heart was breaking. 


